This Program requires the CD

The Program
Select a letter block and a toy will appear from the toy box. Click on the toy that appears in order to complete various activities. Each activity is connected to a letter of the alphabet.

With A to Zap! students:
- explore letters and sounds
- build sight word vocabularies
- understand number concepts
- learn about shape, color, and position

Each activity encourages critical thinking and includes at least one curriculum area, including language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, music, and movement. In this program’s open-ended learning environment, students return to favorite activities to:
- build listening and auditory discrimination skills
- understand one-to-one correspondence
- experiment with cause-and-effect
- learn about sequences and patterns
- compare opposites
- create superlatives
- match objects by pattern and attribute
- use compare-and-contrast concepts

Customization
You can change several program options and add additional words to the program by holding down the ALT key while clicking the image on the screen.